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ABSTRACT

The Need for Diversity. Although deep learning has achieved
state-of-the-art results in various application domains, image classiication so far is still the dominant benchmark used in most evaluations, and convolutional neural networks (CNNs) remain the most
widely-used models for system/hardware researchers. As a result,
many important non-CNN models are ignored. Among the system/architecture papers that employed machine learning benchmarks from other application domains, only a handful evaluated
other types of neural networks such as recurrent neural networks [1,
11, 13]. Papers that cover unsupervised learning or deep reinforcement learning are extremely rare. Since the computation characteristics of image classiication models are very diferent from these
networks, a wider benchmark suite for DNN training is needed.
Finding the Right Metrics and Bottlenecks. Machine learning (ML) researchers usually perform the training passes multiple
times to identify the best hyper-parameter conigurations, the best
network topology, and for ine-tuning the subset of model weights.
The desired lexibility is usually provided by the high-level frameworks such as TensorFlow [1] or MXNet [5]. These DNN frameworks
make DNN programming much more convenient. Unfortunately,
their complexity makes the performance analysis and tuning of the
resulting applications much more challenging, as the performance
bottlenecks could come from diferent sources. In our work we aim
to develop the proper methodology to detect those bottlenecks, characterize them, and either automatically optimize the code or suggest
potential improvements to ML developers.
Typical CNNs are usually very computationally intensive, therefore computation is normally one of the primary bottlenecks. Modern
GPUs provide signiicant compute power to alleviate this bottleneck,
but they have to be programmed properly (usually using one of
the CUDA libraries) to deliver high performance. As we will show
in Section 3, even state-of-the-art frameworks do not always eiciently utilize modern GPUs for DNN training. For example, the
performance of training machine translation models with RNNs
is signiicantly limited by the maximum mini-batch size allowed
(number of inputs processed in parallel in one iteration), which is
bounded by the physical memory capacity of a single GPU (usually
8ś16GBs).
Training DNNs in a distributed environment with multiple GPUs
and multiple machines, requires fast communication between many
CPUs and GPUs. The communication overhead (network and interconnect bandwidth) signiicantly afects the training performance and
limits DNN training scalability as we will further show in Section 3.
Identifying whether the training performance is bounded by computation, memory or communication is not easy. Existing proiling
tools (e.g., vTune, nvprof, etc.) have no domain-speciic knowledge
about the algorithm logic, and can only capture low-level information within their own scopes. Therefore to do a holistic analysis,
the proiling results generated by these tools have to be correctly
collected, merged, analyzed, and interpreted using domain-speciic
knowledge of DNN training. In the case of memory footprint analysis, no open-source tools are currently available and we built them
ourselves for three major frameworks: TensorFlow, MXNet and
CNTK. We also develop a tool chain for an end-to-end analysis
of DNN training. We believe that our benchmarks, new methodology for their analysis, related tools, and our observations/insights

We aim to build a new benchmark pool for deep neural network
training and to analyze how eicient existing frameworks are in
performing this training. We will provide our methodology and
develop proper proiling tools to perform this analysis.
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INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

The recent success of deep learning algorithms has attracted a lot
of attention from the system and the architecture communities. For
example, the opening session topics of ISCA 2016 and ISCA 2017
are both about machine/deep learning; ISCA 2016 has three sessions
and nine accepted papers related to deep neural networks (DNN)
optimizations; ISCA 2017 and MICRO 2016 also have two sessions
and six accepted papers in this area. While this attention leads to
interesting recent work on how to perform DNN computation more
eiciently, the primary focus is usually on (i) inference ś i.e. how
to eiciently execute already trained models, and (ii) image classiication applications as the primary benchmark to evaluate DNN
computation eiciency.
While inference is arguably an important problem, we observe
that as machine learning is applied to an ever growing number of
domains, e.g., speech recognition, machine translation, automobile
industry, advertising, eiciently training new models is becoming
equally important. Moreover, these new applications employ types
of layers that difer from those used for image classiication (e.g.,
machine translation models usually use recurrent neural network
(RNNs) layers rather than convolutional layers). These new layer
types have very diferent compute and memory bandwidth characteristics, and frameworks that optimize for convolutions might not
perform as well on RNNs.
Our primary goal is to bridge this gap by (i) selecting a representative set of DNN models that cover diferent machine learning applications: image classiication, machine translation, speech
recognition, adversarial networks, reinforcement learning, and by
(ii) performing an extensive performance analysis on training these
diferent applications on many diferent deep learning frameworks
(such as TensorFlow, MXNet, CNTK) and on diferent hardware
conigurations (single-GPU, multi-GPU, and multi-machine).
How is Training Diferent from Inference? The algorithmic
diferences between training and inference lead to diferences in requirements for the underlying system and architecture. For example,
due to the presence of the backward pass and weight updates, the
training procedure needs to save/stash a huge amount of intermediate results, e.g., outputs of the inner layers (often called feature maps)
in GPU memory. This puts a signiicant pressure on the memory
subsystem of modern DNN accelerators (usually GPUs) ś in some
cases the model might need tens of gigabytes of main memory [17].
Another diference is that training usually needs to process large
amount of data to avoid overitting, making throughput a major
performance metric of concern. On the other hand, inference is relatively light-weight with respect to computation, but much more
latency sensitive. The memory footprint of inference is usually signiicantly smaller (in the order of tens of megabytes), and the major
memory consumer are the model weights rather than activations.
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METHODOLOGY
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Applications. To create a representative benchmark pool with suficient diversity, we surveyed several application areas where deep
learning has been regarded promising. We discussed our choices
with machine learning researchers and industry developers to ensure that we do not miss major deep learning domains. The chosen
areas are: image classiication, object detection, machine translation,
speech recognition, generative adversarial nets, and deep reinforcement learning. Table 1 shows our collection. The models we choose
are able to produce state-of-the-art results in each of their corresponding domains, ensuring that they relect the most popular DNNs
used for training.
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Figure 1: DNN training for diferent mini-batch sizes.
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Figure 2: Machine translation training.

Table 1: Applications from DNN-Train benchmark pool.

occupation rate. This happens because current GPU implementations
of LSTM cells used in RNN layers generate many small kernels.
Frameworks. Choosing frameworks and comparing them can be
Increasing the mini-batch size (as we show in Figure 1a) helps reduce
tricky. There are many open-source DNN frameworks (e.g. Tensorlow[1], this overhead, but only until we saturate memory capacity (miniTheano[4], MXNet[5], CNTK[23], Cafe[12], Chainer[20], Torch[7],
batch size of 256 does not it into 12GB of GPU memory).
Keras[6], etc). Each of them applies some special optimization techObservation 2: the importance of framework diversity. Based on
niques of their own. Fortunately, some high-level system designs
results in Figure 1a, we observe that MXNet performs better on image
are generally applied to most frameworks. Almost all frameworks
classiication (ResNet-50 model) than TensorFlow, but TensorFlow is
allow users to use GPUs for acceleration. The CPUs are then mostly
much better on machine translation tasks. Figure 2a shows how this
responsible for scheduling, data copying, kernel launching, etc. Highperformance diference afects the training quality (BLEU Score) over
level APIs are provided in either a declarative or imperative way (or
time for a maximum possible mini-batch size of 128. Semantically
both). For one model trained using diferent frameworks, the invoked
both models (NMT[22] and Sockeye[10]) are very close using our
GPU kernels are functionally the same although the framework code
methodology (same topology, hyper-parameters, and algorithms).
bases are usually quite diferent. All these common features proFigure 2b shows that if we look at the training process per epoch
vide us a basis to compare diferent frameworks. In this work we
(training iterations) then the training quality of both models is very
choose TensorFlow[1], MXNet[5], CNTK[23] as the frameworks for
similar.
all major evaluations, since all three platforms have a large number
Observation 3: LSTM saturation. Another observation from Figof users and are actively evolving.
ure 1a is that LSTM-based models do not saturate the compute
Performance Analysis Pipeline and Tools. To analyze our
resources of the GPU even at the maximum possible batch size. The
benchmarks we create a pipeline with several major steps. (1) Match
reasons include both very low GPU occupation rate (how much GPU
implementation from diferent networks that includes matching
cores are busy) ś less than 40% and also extremely low GPU utilizatheir topologies, key algorithm properties/parameters, and all key
tion (the eiciency of using GPU compute resources) ś 20%ś30%.
hyperparameters. (2) Measure the GPU occupation rate as it is usuObservation 4: Memory capacity matters. Figure 1a shows that
ally the primary compute engine used in training. (3) Analyze CPU
larger batches could improve training performance even further and
runtime: CUDA vs. non-CUDA (e.g., synchronization, memory transthe bottleneck could be memory capacity. The memory proiling
fers etc.) (4) Analyze GPU runtime: usually ALU utilization is the
tools we built show us what data structures are responsible for
major metric to look at. (5) (If needed) analyze memory footprint ś
high memory consumption and it can vary cross diferent models.
how much memory is used by weights, activations, workspace etc.
This will provide ML practitioners with some intuition on how
Hardware/Software Conigurations. We run the single-GPU
adjustments made to model parameters would afect the memory
experiments with NVidia GeForce GTX 1080Ti and NVidia TITAN
usage of their models.
Xp GPU. To carry out multi-GPU and multi-machine experiments,
Observation 5: Network bandwidth matters. Inter-machine commuwe use a cluster of 4 machines, each of them equipped with one or
nication is a bottleneck for scale-out training. Figure 1b shows how
more NVidia Quadro P4000 GPUs. All experiments are executed on
GPU training scales with the number of GPUs and machines.1 We obUbuntu 16.04 OS with Tensorlow v1.3, MXNet v0.11.0, CNTK v2.0,
serve that going from one machine (1M1G) to two machine (2M1G
CUDA v8 and cuDNN v6.
(ethernet)) coniguration the performance degrades signiicantly.
This is because DNN training requires constant synchronization
3 KEY RESULTS AND OBSERVATIONS
between GPUs in distributed training. Hence faster networking is
Observation 1: the importance of application diversity. We observe that
required to improve the situation (2M1G coniguration has 100Gb/s
diferent applications from our pool have very diferent performance
IniniBand Mellanox networking). DNN training on a single machine
characteristics. Machine translation models that use RNN layers
(1M1G, 1M2G, 1M4G) scales reasonably well.
do not map eiciently on modern GPUs. ResNet-50 model used
for image classiication has GPU occupation over 90% for all three
1 *M stands for the number of machines, and *G for the number of GPUs.
frameworks; in contrast LSTM-based models have less than 40%
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